TECH WILL RACE B.A.A. RELAY TEAM.

MEET AT PARK SQUARE STATION.

Other Tech Men Will Enter Open Events.

The Relay Team is on the B. A. A., in a miserable rain at the meet of the Park Square Association Dec. 5th. The best man on each team is to run two laps of the track and the following runners will cover three laps, each making a total of eleven laps and is equal to a quarter mile.

The arrangements have been made by George V. Down, the B. A. A. and Manager D. C. McPhee of the Tech Track team to provide a race as nearly as possible equal in distance to the regular relay with quarter mile divisions and also to have the races made up of even number of laps for each team. Tech's men will have to run about 360 yards and the remaining relay will be 288 yards long.

The B. A. A. runners have done al- most everything at every race and the Tech team is in very good condition.

The race will be a first class race and a starter for later work. Many of the Tech men are having one of their finest races recently been paying a great deal of attention to the team and the outcome of this race the team will have very little time for practice.

In a comprehensive Tech team will be entered in the open events. In the sixty yards dash twenty-eight entries will be run by W. J. Seligman 1911, F. R. Smith 1911, E. M. Porter 1911, J. S. James 1911. The high jump will be run by W. J. Seligman 1911, A. M. Barnet 1911, A. R. Nash 1910, and C. J. Wilson 1910.


HOLDOUT RUN.

In final preparation for the annual hammerloop cross country run a small squad run over the nine-mile course on Saturday. The last but the regular course after they had gone about four miles, so the course, and the trail could be made.

The trail will be held on Wednesday afternoon, and the runners will start from themselves with the course run over it. The first five men finishing on Saturday were: Paul 191a, Will 191c, White 191b, H. H. 100c, and M. H. 190a, and June 1908.

SNOW LYRICS.

Subjects for the songs to be sung in this year's songs were set on Friday by the thirty men in the music and lyrical department of the student body and over twenty suggestions for lyrics which were known to be sung at the songs were written in black. The majority of these being of a humorous character, and the music made to fit the words.

Another advantage of having a group of class men who have had experience in songwriting give with field for selection and original thought, and with the usual large number of members of the music and lyrical department of the show, some excellent results can be expected. The other management has made special appeal for originality of song and it is not expected that the song and the lyric will not be covered by the lists sent out, and will doubtless cover any other phases of the show development.

TECH'S HOPES FOR COUNTRY LAURELS WEDNESDAY

LIE IN EVENNESS OF TEAM.

This year's race ought to be closer than for years as no team seems to be best, although Cornell is the favorite.

Syracuse Will Run This Year. So that Seventy-Two Men Will Face The Starter. Nine Men Will Start for Tech.

In the entry this year of a team from Syracuse, and the annual run will show each run nine men to run nine miles of serenely as heretofore. Each college with regular distance in a quota of men, one team, will face the starter.

The B. A. A. race will be represented by William H. Howland 1908, H. R. Callaway 1911, H. L. Gilbert 1908, C. L. Olney 1908, C. H. Kechler 1908, H. E. Kelch 1908, C. S. Callaway 1911, J. H. Logeland 1908, V. M. Williams 1901, Manager E. W. Worster 1908, Guest R. J. Young 1908, Coach Frank Kendall. Cornell is very certainly the favorite for the team once. The Harvard team is certainly not of the proper form and cannot be expected to hold the regular distance of any other team.

Columbia has never had a team that has proved dangerous although several individual team members from Columbia have failed from 1908 to 1911. This year Columbia has never had a team that has proved dangerous although several individual team members from Columbia have failed from 1908 to 1911. This year Columbia has never had a team that has proved dangerous although several individual team members have failed from 1908 to 1911. This year Columbia has never had a team that has proved dangerous although several individual team members have failed from 1908 to 1911. This year Columbia has never had a team that has proved dangerous although several individual team members have failed from 1908 to 1911.

All the Columbia team is very good and has proved dangerous although several individual team members have failed from 1908 to 1911.

The Columbia team is the only representative outside of Cornell and Syracuse that is worth consideration. The Columbia team is the only representative outside of Cornell and Syracuse that is worth consideration. The Columbia team is the only representative outside of Cornell and Syracuse that is worth consideration.

Colleton is very certain to win the race.

The Columbia team is the only representative outside of Cornell and Syracuse that is worth consideration.

What the team will do at Princeton is uncertain. The Columbia team is the only representative outside of Cornell and Syracuse that is worth consideration. The Columbia team is the only representative outside of Cornell and Syracuse that is worth consideration.

The Columbia team is the only representative outside of Cornell and Syracuse that is worth consideration.